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DEFINITIONS AND TERMINOLOGY

1of x,

y,

z

- Coordinate system which moves with the constant

average velocity of the two ships.
Oil x., y1, z1, - Coordinate axes fixed in ship 1.
02f x 2

Y2' z2

u, v

-

Coordinate axes fixed in ship 2.

-

Velocities along x and y, respectively.

S-

Angle of yaw measured between coordinate axes
ox and ox.

M

-

Mass of the body (ship).

I
z

-

Moment of inertia of the ship about coordinate
axis oz.

X, Y

-

Force acting on the ship along coordinate axes
ox and oy.

N

-

Moment acting on ship about coordinate axis oz.

I4
I.
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INTRODUCTION
The operational p :ocedure of replenishing ships at sea by
steaming on parallel courses in close proximity 1 ,2 cama into
general use during World War II. This procedure is still I d
extensively by the Navy, although collisions have occurred during
rep.eni: hment operations which have resulted in damage.
~Analysis of the replenishment operations may pL~cvide a means
of reducing the collision hazard by improved methods of ship
maneuvering and ship control.
The dynamic interaction of two ships in close proximity
maneuvering on parallel courses1 ,2 in-olvez the hydrodynamic
interaction between the ships, the skills of the helmsmen, and
the conning officer of bcth ships. This complex dynamic
interaction is not completely understood and requires further
analytical and experimental Ptudy.

*

This laboratory is currently engaged in an applied research
program to define the parameters affecting ship control during
underway replenishment (UNREP). Monitoring of these control
parameters aboard ship may provide information for the conning
officer and/or helmsmen which will reduce the collision hazard
and also improve the efficiency of the UNREP operation.
This first phase report from the UNREP research program
describes the background of the problem, derives the linearized
equations of motion for two ships on essentially parallel courses,
and discusses the computer simulation to be developed at NSRDC
from these equations as the basis of the mathematical model.

*

Future work in the UNREP program will concentrate on the
development of the computer simulation using the linear equations
of motion, analysis of the computer simulation results, and
refinement of the mathematical model to include nonlinear terms.
It may be necessary to go directly to the nonlinear maneuvering
equations if preliminary investigations indicate the presence of
instabilities in the solutions of the linear equations.

Superscripts -fer to similarly numbered entries in the Technical
Reuferences at Chc end of the text.
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GENERAL DISCUSSION OF UNDERWAY REPLENISHMENT
Replenishment operations 1

,2

are conducted at sea for the

purpose of transferring stores between ships to extend the period
of time that the ships can be operational at sea. Since the
cargo must be guided and controlled during the transfer operation,
a suitable physical connection must be maintained at all times
between the ships moving essentially parallel to each other and
at nearly identical speeds. This physical connection requires
that the ships be close together; thus, there is the danger of
collision. The tracking ship is usually assigned the task of
avoiding collision and maintaining station relative to the leading
ship. The leading ship must maintain a steady course and must
keep oscillations about this course to a minimum.
During UNREP operations both relative speed and separation
distance of ships are monitored by the conning officer l on the
tracking ship. A line with markers is used to measure the
distance between the ships. One end of the line is secured to
the leading ship; the other end is t--..ied by men on the tracking
ship who take up and pay out the line to keep it taut. The
conning officer orders small course and small speed changes to
maintain position. Figuic. 1 shows a control block diagram of the
UNIREP.operation with the tracking ship on the starboard beam of
the leading ship. This diagram is discussed in appendix A.

Desired
Coufwt

|Ruddler

(01

I C~ADtIG

CO.ev;ron (d.)

2

From Thal-L.arsen.
Sea Operftion
Replenishmeut-A+
1
Figure
t
Starboard eam
Ship on Ship
with Tracking
Leading
of
2
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The constant tensioned wire highlines installed in the
Navy's newly constructed UNREP ships and in UNREP ship conversions
introduce another parameter to be considered. This paraneter is
a steady lateral pull due to constant tensioned wire highlines
between the two ships which may affect the 3teering of both the
leading ship (delivery ship) and tracking ship (receiving ship).
However, in UNREP operations 3 the constant tensioned wire highlines did not introduce a significant problem. This area is
discussed in appendix B.
REPLENISHMENT SIMULATION TO BE DEVELOPED
Pertinent literature relating to UNREP opel .ions was
reviewed to evaluate the feasibility of computer simulation of
underway replenishment. The selected papers and reports from
this literature search were studied from two aspects: their
applicability to a good mathematical model of UNREP operation
(e.g., assumptions made, the reasons for these assumptions, and
the purpose of the papers and reports); and their applicability
from the standpoint of simulating ship replenishment by computer
(e.g., selection of the computer, the reasons for its selection,
its capabilities and deficiencies, and its availability).
ANALYSIS OF PAST WORK
In

the field of UNREP,

the literature is scarce.

Newton,

4

Silverstein, 5 and Taylor 6 reportz experimental and theoretical
investigations of interaction forces between two ships maneuvering
on parallel courses. rhe control problem in olvinq the conning
officer and helmsmen during an UNREP operation is not considered
in these investigations.
Metrhods presented in these references m~y be helpful in
determining the forces between the two ships during the UNREP
coml;uter simulation in this program.
The University of California 1 '2 reported significant UNREP
work done 10 years ago by a research group sponsored by NAVSHIPS.
This group recorded incomplete statistical data during full-scale
ship UNRIP operations. The sea trials consisted of refueling a
destroyer, USS HALSEY-POWELL (DD 686), by the USS ASHTABULA
(AO 51) at 17 knots, and replenishing USS UHLMANN (DD 687) b-1 the
USS TICONDEROGA (CVA 14) at 25 knots. The project was terminated
by the Navy, however, before all data for a complete statistical
analysis could be obtained. Details of these sea trials and
exanples of these data appear in appendix C.
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Figure 1 shows the control block diagram that was designed
for the partially completed UNREP analog computer simulation at

the University of California. This block diagram represents the
UNREP oparation with the tracking ship on the starboard beam of
the leading ship. The incomplete sea trial UNREP data mentioned
above were uaed to determine the transfer functionF incorporated
in the block diagram. A brief discussion of the determination of
the transfer functione appuars in appendix A.
This University oi Califoi'niA work provideo important background information useful in understanding the rel3tionship
beCween bhip control and ship interaction during UNREP operations.
However, the method of UNREP computer simulation considered by the
Urivernity og Califoruia wasi not suitable for use in this program
fur tho following reasons:
D Flndo in excess of the amount presently allocated
would bo required to obtain completo atitistical data for this
simulation from extensive UNREP opev'tionv.
e 11; models tests are used to obtain UNREP data, the
scal 4 ng problviqo involved with human operators in the contzol
loopo for thoso tests are eytremoly difficult to handle.
This analog computar
T

imu5tlio, using linear transfer

fuzitLiwna in uxtrimai> hard to genera.e. to tho nonlinear casc.

a'-ling and Wood 7 , present the linear quatLions of motion
for two ships maneuvering on essentially parallel course*.
It
was decided to u,, these equations as a banm
for the mathematical
model in the INREP computer simulation to be developed for the
follow.I.ng reanonsi

e

Costly hydrodynamic work can he ealimindted because

most of the hydrodynamic coefficients in the equations of motion
can bu ostimatod from theoretical considerations.

9 Nonlinear terms can be addud to the equations of
mction in a later phase of the work if it is found necessary to
consider tonlinear aspects of UN.EP oporations.
LINEAR EQUATIOWS OF MOTION
Thu following assumptions are made in dev*loping thv linaar
aquatiunsI of motion.

AepoL'i.
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The ships operate on noinnal parallel courses: thus,
the time average resultant velocity vectors are parallel.
e

e

The average speed of both ships is constant and equal.

0 The short-time deviations from the above conditions.
are small. Thus, the linear diarlacement from the average
position of the ship is small co.,iFared to the ship dimensional
angular deviations are small; velocity disturbances are small
compared to the average velocity; and accelerations corresponding
to theme disturbances result in moments and forces which are
small compared to those already acting on the ship.
In order to describe the motion of the twc ships it in

nec ssary to us

I

two set3 of coordinate systems, 7 shown in figure 2.

L

I.jY

From Fauling

ICoordinate
/I

~ep
r t 27 26I

ard Wood.

Figure 2
Systems

5

w-.

--

One coordinate system (o, x, Y, z) moves with the constant average
velocity of the two ships. o is iirected vertically downward;
the R9 plane coincides with the surface of the water; and SR is
parallol with the avoraqe velocity of the two ships. The second
set of coordinates (0l,Xlyl,ZI ) and (o2 ,x2 ,Y2 ,Z2 ) is fixed in
the two ihips with o fixed at the ship's center of gravity, ox
directed forward, oy to starboard, and oz downward. The plane
oxz is the ship's plane of longitudinal symmetry. The piano oxy
is parallel to the water surface when the ship floats at rest.
It is assumed that the principal axes of inertia are ox, oy, and
oz. This assumption is exactly correct for oy and nearly correct
for ox and uz where ships of normal proportions and mass distributions are ccnsidered. The motion of the ship is restricted to
the Rj planl and thus, pitch, heave, and roll motions are neglected.
The motion is described by velocities ul, u2 , vj, v2 , accelerations dl, 42 ,.('l, "2 parallel tothe.x and y axes, and angular,
displacoments Yl, T2, velocities V1, 72, and accelerations 'I,Y2
about the z axis.

In the two coordinate systems'fixed, Lespectivoly, in the
two ships, the equations of motion are deecribed as follows (the
subscripts 1 and 2 refer to ships one and two, respoctively),

M(

+

IZ1 T

2 +

z2 2

Ruport 27-267

x

YIU1 )

1
YI

+ T 1 + XR

1I
Y 1

+

i

N1 + N

2 1 2

M2

'[1v 1 )

T2

2

v ) - X2 + T2 + XR2

'

Y 2 + Y1 2

u2 )

N2 + NR2

6

I'

Y_ -

-

-V

where
z.

=mass of the ship

I

moment of inertia

T

- thrust of propellers

A

- rudder forces applied to the ship

'

iY

N

m rudder moment

X,Y

n motion-dependent external hydrodynamic forces
applied to the ship

N

-

It is

motion-dependent external hydrodynamic moment
applied to the nhip.

assumed that the hydrndynamic variables 7 (Xl, X2 , Y '

S2' Ni' N ) depend on the following:

0
*

:1

Velocities uI . .. v,

e Accelerationu Cill
e

v2 ,

.eoiigu

5.'

'2 for each ship.

2' (11 i' 2
2

,If for each ship.

Relative positions fov each ship x

Thus, the variable Xj may be expreae, d ae.X

l

w_X

x1 and y 2 "Y1 .

l lu

, u , vi, v2 ,

) with
2' 2
¥2
"'
2
a.milar
expressions for X,, Yl, Y2 , N
N2 . Other external forces not
mentioned might result from w1nd, wave, etc. All of these forces
and moments are dependent on the geometry of the ship.

Zt is assumed here that the motion of each ship consists of
small perturbations superimposed on an initial state of mution, 7

j

Thus,the perturbation of the u velocity, for example, is

4

represented by

u(t) =u 0(t) 4 6u(t)
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,

(2)

where 6u is a small quantity. Assuming the X1 is an analytic
function of the independent variables, X 1 is expanded in a
Taylor's series about its value at the initial sate of motion:
XL =X

1

(ulo'

'

u2 0

(Y2

Yl)o

-'X 6u axax
+ _IX
% + "".
+ € 1a6u

au 2 ~2

1

2l
ax
1

2 a2
1

2

(6u

.+

-

6(

-

(3)

Y2.

-

3

!;

,

+

Subatituting equation (2), plus other equations representing
the perturbations of its motion, and equation (3) into the first
of equation (1) and retaining terms to the first power of 6 u, etc
results in the equation for the initial state of motion, 7
M1 (U1 0 - V1 0 v 1 0 ) = X (U
11

0

' U2 0 ',''"

y

)

) + T1 0 + XR0"

(4)
plus the equation for perturbed motion

M1(6&I +

T106v 1

ax1IX
BU

"

6;1lo

xI
1

+ -

a

6U
2

""

+

axX1I
2

ey_

y)
-

T+
X
6T + 6X

l)

2-yyI

1

1
'R

(5)
where the nonlinear terms are droppedy
1
(example

2 X1 (5i2)
2 u---.-S
.

These nonlinear terms will be considered in future work.
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-
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Ia

It shoAld be noted that the partial derivatives aX l / u 1 etc
u2 0 ,
(uI - ul0, u 2
m (Y2" yl)o. The changes in thrust and rudder force, 6T
Y2
and 6 care considered to depend on the motion or to be independeCl. variable quantities. However, it is i'equired ti.t they be
Emall quantities.
are evaluatej 7 at the initial state of motion

It is alao necessary to introduce the asbumetion of constant
average veloci:.ty, Uo, of both ships parallel to ox. The resultant
velocities ir.the c x and oy directions are given in terms of the
velocities paia.lel to ox and oy for either ship as follows:'

u -

U

cos '

v --u sin Y

+

V

sin Y

t

V

cos

(6)

,

where the subscripts denoting either ship hava been dropped.
by substitutir. the equations
U i U

v

-v

0

+ 6u.

0

u-u+

0

6 U.

l-

(7)

+ 6T

7

C7
into equation (6),

the following two equations 7 are obtained:

u00 + 6u - (u + 6u) cos

v

+ 6v a -(u
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(P + 6T) + 6v
0

sin (T0 + 6Y)

+ 6u, sin (Y + 6T) + 6v coo (T0 + 6V)

9

.

(8)

It is assumed here that the average yaw (y) angle of the ship
is small 7 so that the followJng approxi.mations may be made

cos o_
0L
sin ' e Y

(9)

Then substituting these %proximations
equation (8) results in the equations,

u + 6u m

+ (6a .6

0

V

00

-If

4 6v

-u

Thum, to th|, first order approximation

U

v

ou
0
v

-

(equation (9))

into

)

6T + 6v

(10)

7

o
-

(11)

where Uo is the constant average velocity of both ships and to
the appropriate average angle uf yaw for the ship ina question.
Since '!,has been assumed to be small, terms of the form 4o
0 6u,
etc, can be neglected.
The equations of perturbed motionabout an initial steadyotato motion for the two ships are (Q. W constant, v - constant)s
0
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20

IMP
Jw

aX

6u

+X

+

1

a

3u1

+

.

a X6u
1

a(y-

2

)

6T

2-

1

3
yI
1

IY m

)

±±

y I6

J

u1 ul1 +-6au 2

+

2

+

....

6(y

2

y1 ) +

6R1

(€Y.,-

Z1 I

a au 1 +
1

___

m2

2

au.2

u'

+,

(-y2- - .
a (y2 - Y1 )

ax 2
3

ax
2
-

+2

2Y

6

2-

+ 6T 2 + 6xR2

;yY2
M2 (v 2 + V2o)

" r-

gY 2
6

u,

u

+

su

auY2
+

"

(yI
2 -y1 )
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6(y

2

-2

Y1 ) + 6 y2
R2

"y

6x

R1

3N
N2

z2 y

2

=

@N 2

6u

+ ...

+

6 (y2 -- y

(12)

The retention of only ttie first order hydrodynamic force
terms of equation (12) 7 implies that these forces can be expressed
8
by terms proportional to the first powers of perturbation
However, Wehausen
displacementg, velocities, and accelerations.
and Cummins 9 shcwed that the hydroiynamic forces on a body moving

at a free surface can be expressed by the fJrst order perturbation
terms only in special cases. One such cr.e 1 0 is that of small
amplitude periodic motion, for example, that of ship motion in
regular waves where the amplitudes of the motion are small. The
present problem will not necessarily be confined to the case of
periodic motion. Thus, it is uncertain that the retention of
only linear te.rms sufficiently describes the hydrodynamic forces
involved.
Accordingly the computer simulation using the linear
maneuvering equations may exhibit unstable solutions thus making
it necessary to go directly to the nonlinear maneuvering equations.
The nonlinear equations will be obtained by adding the perturbcd
higher order force terms to the linear equations.
COMPUTER FACILITY
The computer simulation for the UNREP project must allow
for a man-in-the-loop. To obtain this man-machine interface the
simulation must operate in real time, thus implying that the
simulation be done on an analog computer. This laboratory

preaently has an analog computing capability which should be
sufficient for the simulation. This capability includes the
interface to a mock-up of a surface ship bridge. This facility
is being enlarged to include a complete hybrid computing
capability which will allow the simulation to run in real-time
while providing the programing flexibility of a digital computer.
DISCUSSION
There is very little quantitative Olata on the two-ship hydrodynamic coefficients available; therefore, it will be necessary
to estimate these hydrodynamic coefficients for a general ship
situation in the maneuvering equations. The use of estimated
coefficients is justified to some extent because the study is not
directed toward specific ships but toward general results
applicable to a variety of ship types. These coefficients will

Report 27-267
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be estimated for the most part from unpublished work from the
hydrodynamics fac.ility of NSRDC. Every effort will be made to
use hydrodynamic coefficients which specifically refer to the
two-ship situation. When these coefficients are not available,
the single-slip hydrodynamic coefficients will be used.
The first studies made by exercising the UNREP simulation
will attempt to determine the minimum number of maneuvering
parameters necessary for use by the conning officers and/or
helmsmen for station keeping during steady-state UNREP operations.
The maneuvering parameters for steady-state operation may not be
3ufficient for accurate station keeping during non-steady-state
operationb.
These first studies will also include determining the display
characteristics of the maneuvering parameters and investigating
the accura-ies needed for the sensors measuring these parameters
aboard ship.
After implementing the UNREP computer program on the hybrid
computer rhe xesults will be compared with the limited available
unpublished and published UNREP data from sea trials and model
tests. This validation procedure will also include parametric
studies of the general hydrodynamic sensitivities. As a result
of these sensitivity studies, it may b, found necessary tc.
detezmine some hydrodynamic coefficients more accurately by model
tests at NSRDC.
Other areas of future investigation include;
: The adaption of the UNPEP compt','r simulation to the
ship approach situation at the beginning of the UNREP maneuv"'s.
ir

* Modification of the UNREP computer simulation to
ide sea state, roll, pitch, etc.

Collision course avoidance and the display of
manauvering p&.:reters to warn the conning officer and/or helmsmen
of the collision situaion and provide information to reduce the
hazard.

I

k

CONCLUSIONS
From the limited references I '7 available on underway
replenishment, it was det3rmined that the best basis for a mathematical model for the simulation of underway replenishment was
the line
equations developed by Pauling and Wood which can be
general.-ed to the nonlinear case.
Report 27-267
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Some of the general ship hydrodynamic coefficients in the
equations of motion may nave to be determined by model tests.
The method to simulate underway replenishment using classical
control theory as partially developed by the University .f
California is not suited to this work because of the expense in
obtaining statistical data used in the simulation and because the
nonlinear aspects of the control problem are extremely difficult
to include.
The computer program to be developed will provide important
control parametE'rs for display aboard ship. These displays will
aid the conning officer and/or helmsmen in ship control and should
reauce the risk of collisions during underway replenishment
operations.
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APPENDIX A

)

STATISTICAL ANAT-Yc

OF SHIP REPLENISHMENT DATA

REFERENCES

(a) Tichvinsky, L. M., and H. Thal-Larsen, "Replenishment at
Sea, Experiments and Comments," 1st tech rept issued under
the project "Replenishment at Sea," Univ. of California,
Berkeley, Inst. of Engr. Research (xLw Office of Research
Services), Rept 154, Issue 1 (1 June 1960)
(b) Tnal-Larsen, H., "Manual Steering of Two Ships in Close
Proximity During Replenishment-at-Sea Exercises," contributed
by the Automatic Control Div. of ASME for presp.ntaion at
ASME winter annual meeting, Los Angeles, Cal. (16.-20 Nov 1969)
This appendix presents a review of the analysis -f the ship
replenishment data, references (a) and (b). summarized in appendix
C and carried out by the Uiniversity of California.
The block diagram (figure 1 o' the text) shows the six
variables that are of most interest. These variables on the
leading ship are defined as o = rudder angle and BI - deviation
of gyro angle from the desired course. On the tracking ship, e
rudder angle, 02 = deviation of gyro angle from the desired value,
x - deviation from the desired separation distance of the two
Dhips, and r,= the ordered change in course of the track.ing ship.
In addition to these variables, also recorded during the fullscale ship trials were the helm angles on both the leading arid
tracking ships.
The following sign conventions were established for the
variables (figure 1-A).
VILOCIlT

aOI

t

I

A

0

*

Jl

V

"

1P4

From Tiihvnsky and Thal-,arsen (reference

Figure 1-A - Two Ships Abeam
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(a)).

Since compass readings increase in magnitude when a ship turnq to
the right, the gyro-angle variables 81 and a2 are considered ;o
be positive for a ship turning to the right. The rudder-angle
variables a aiid 6 are assigned positive values for the rightrudder deflections. An increase in separation between the two
ships, x, is taken as being in the positive direction. The
conning officer and helmsmen produce negative feedback corrections.
Thus, a will be negative when x is positive.
AnalysiL of the data (appendix C, figures 1-C and 2-C was
carried out to determine the linear transfer functions (figure 1
of the text).
The 17-knot data (appendix C, figure 1-C) were analyzed
first. Figure 1-C shows the approximate phase relationship
between the rudder and gyro oscillations for the oiler (AO),
USS ASHTABULA, the leading ship. The gyro was approximately 160
degrees out of phase with the rudder. It was determined that +ie
transfer function ip nearly equal to

____
____2*

4
2
D (0.5D + 1)

where D

-

____

(gyro degree/min )/rudder degree,

(A-I)

d/dt is the differential operator.

Square -wave- rudder tests, at different frequencies, applied

to the ship operating alone, confirmed •-e Kl/D 2 form of equation
(A-i). The additional time constant in equation (A-1) is possibly
caused by the destroyer on the sta.rboard beam (references (W) and
(b))
For the helmsman on the oiler (AO) it is necessary t. find
a transfer function relating the AO gyro curve as input to the AO
rudder curve as output. The inverse of the previously determined
transfer function, equation (A-1), would q .te accurately satisfy
the mathematical relationship; .ne resulting third order
derivative, however, would not be physically descriptive cf the
helmsman.

*Abbreviations used in this text are from the GPO Style Manual,
1967, unless otherwise noted.
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A statistical description of the helmsman is provided by the

correlation functions in figure 2-A.

lJ

From Thai-Larsen (raforence (b)).

Figure 2-A
Statistical Input-Output Relationship
for the Helmsman plus Rue1der Servo
on the Leading Ship (AO 51) *t 17 Knots

The omoothing action of the statistic.l procees involved in
calculating theso curves produced simple curves. The merh0 by
which these clrves were computed and their interpretatlon as
equi ,alent input-output functions is d scussed in reference (b),
It ia sufficiqnt to state hare that the solid curves in figure
2-A can be considered as the input an le to the helmsman an% the
dashed curve the hel:nsman'u response,

)

From figure 2-A, it is noted that when the ship swings frt,:
maximuv, volocLty from one side to the other, tho helmsman applilu
maximum rudder corrr ition to stop that swing. Thl. typo of
response is tormed t.,rivativd response. Actualls the helmsman is
abott 10 ;oconds lati, which ib about the time t taken h m by
watching the gyro repeater to estimate when mdimt velocity has
Thuo, the proposed traraefor funtlion
been reached.
helmsman and rudder servo combination becomeis
-K2 Do-LID
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rudder degree/gyro dogrer

d

godell for t~h.'

(A-2)

4

where
2

L

.

1 r1inuto
.1/6

minute or 10 seconds.

The minus sign accounts for the rudder action being applied to
oppose the owing of the ship.
The statistical curves in figuro 3-A may be regarded as
input and output curves for the conning officer on the tracking
ship,,.

irum Thsl-Larmn

(r&fvranae

(b)),

riLure 3-A
Btatistjical Input-Output Relationship
for the Conning Officer on the
Tracking V'hip (DD 606) at 17 :,note

It wan detormined thnt his transfr fuuntini is

43 a'2

dagrua cuuh

4

approxmnat.ely

o:hano/fout suparation distance charge

(A-3)
Ruport 27-26'

where
K3 - 0.04 degree/feet
L2 n 1/12 minute or 5 seconds.
K was otimatod by taking the rati
t e curves in figure 3-A.

uf the two central peaks of

Unfortunately, incomplete data allowed only rough estimates
to be made of the transfer functions for the conning officer and
the helmsman of tho tracking ship. For simplicity it was assumed
that the halmuman on the DD, togethor with the rudder sorvo, were
represented by
(A-4)

-44 rudder dogro/gyro degree
whura K 4 equals approximately two in the 1requency range of

inLurout displayed in figure 1-C of appendix C. Evidence from
roforon-n

(a) and from laboratory teuts

(reference (b))

indicated

a tra .)for function for the tracking ship (DD) of the formt
-L D

It, 3
----LTD

(gyro degree/min)/rudder degree

(A-5)

wh. r
T _ 1/12 mirnute or 5 seconds

L3

j

1/15 minute or 4 seconds

5W 6 minutesit is evident
Te 25-knot data in fi ULo 2-C were analyzed.
that the holmsman operates the rudder at a more rapid rate
compared to the 17-knut case. These statistical curves are used
properties of the dynamic
for determining the charaotristic

.
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Figure 4-A showa the statistical input-output curves for the
leading ship, an aircraft carrier (CVA).

.4

-

.. .

VLA

From Thal-Laroee. (reference

(b)).

Figure 4-A
Statistical Input-Output Relationship

tor the Leading Ship (CVA 14)
at 25 Knots

The two curves are approximately 180 degroes out of phaao.
was assumed that a linea; transfer function is

It

K6
6
D

:
yro degroe/ruddor degree

(A-6)

where K6 in approximately 0,14 (gyro degree/minuto 2 /rudder devree.

4

The helmsian does not have much time to estimate angular

volocitius of the qyro at the hLyher speed. It was anmumod that
the trahaftur function of the halmor-an together with the rudder
servo to be appro:imatoly
-K7

rudder dayree/gy'o degroo

A
4

(A-7)
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where K 7 varies between 1..' and 7.

Thus, it is possible for the

helmsman to compensate for the sensitivity of the ship.
senditivity decreases with the square of the frequency.

This

Figure 5-A s.,7s the self spectral density curves for the
rudder and the gyro on the leading ship (CVA 14) at 25 knots.

("
AA MW

"

rid mlk
rei

.0

*OIk

.44,

.11

From Thal-Larsen (.eference (b)).

Figure 5-A
Solf-Spectral Density Curves for the Rudder
and the Gyro oni the Leading Ship (CVA 14)
at 25 Knots

1'

I.

Thiu fiquro shows that the aircraft carrier is inwensitive to
rulativily nigh-frequency rudder perturbations. While the
spectral density curve for the rudder shows a number of peaks
at frqquencies above w w 1 radian/min, no such peaks are seen in
the .pectral density curve for the gyro in figure 5-A.
The source of the strong spectral density peaks of the CVA
rudder at circular frequencies of about 10 and 15 radians/mmn
e:orrasponding to periods of approximately 40 and 26 seconds,
roaoctively) is not cloar. These frequencies -re evident in the
solld curve in figure 4-A.

Also the rudder spe-

-I, density

cuLv has sM-i.ll peaks corresponding to frequencA66 vf 15 and 13
seconds, :espjctively. The 40- and 26.-second periods are possibly
RI0ortL 27-267

/

induced by the action of the sea and the wind. The 15- and 13second periods are possibly due to the rapid and continuous
swinginS back and forth of the ruddez which gives the helmsman a
"feel" for the ship.
The characteristics of the helmsman on the CVA are provided
by figure E-A.

I

-x

...............

\.;
I

From Thal-Larspn

(reference (b)).

Figure 6-.A
Statiotical Input-Output Relationship for the
Helmsman plus Rudder Servo on the Leading
Ship (CVA 14) at 25 Knots

The solid curve, representing the gyro, does not extend enough to
display the 6-minute period of continuous oscillation. If the
solid curve is reoA ded as input to the helmsman, the holmsmin's
response has a gain factor of two. This is more than the 1.4
from equation (A-7) and represents a deviation in the correct
dire. r n because of the higher frequency involved in figure 6-A.
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It wao assumed that the trlnfer function of the tracking
ship (DD) would probably be in the form

K9
gyro degree/rudder degree

(A-8)

D'
where K 8 is probably less than 200 (see figure 7-A).

!I
I

\jA

%a

From Thal-Larsen

V

(reference

(b)).

Figure 7-A
Statistical Curve for the Rudd%- of the
Tracking Ship (DD 687) at 25
iots
Lack of ship trial test data prevented a more accurate
estimate of equation (A-8) as it does for equation (A-9) for the
helmsman on the tracking ship.

II

K9

Re port 27-2G7

rudder degree/gyro degre.

2

(A-9)

q

It was deterntined from figure S-A that the transfer function
for the conning officer is essentially
-I e
10

-L D
4

degree course change/feet separation distance
(A-10)

which is the same form as equation (A-3) for the 17-knot test.
K1 0 was found to be approximately 0.01 degree/feet and L4 nearly
equal to 1/12 minute.

From- Tnl-Larsen (reference (b)).
Figure 9-A
Statistival Input-Output Relationship for the
Conning Officer on the Tracking Ship (DD 687)
at 25 Knots

As a result of this project being discottinued by the Navy,
only incomplete sea trial data were availabl, for this analysis.
NevErtheless, the statistically reduced date. obtained may be of
use '.o investigators in future work.
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APPENDIX B
MODERN UNDERWAY REPLENISHMENT OPERATIONS
This appendix gives a summary of the study made by Captain
Lienhard (UEN), commanding Officer of the USS SYLVANIA (AFS 2)*
on the effects of constant tensioned wire highlines used during
modern underway replenishment operations.
When transferring operations are conaucted by conventional
wire highline, housefall, or Burtoners, there is a transient
effect on steering as the load passes between the two ships.
Normally loads transferred by this method do not exceed 3,5O0
pounds. The maximum line pull will not greatly exceed this amount
if a proper catenary is maintained. However, in constant
tensioned transfer, the ram tensioner may be set to apply the
maximum line pull of 12,500 pounds in the stores ship (AFS),
14,000 pounds in the oiler (AO), or 18,000 pounds in the ammunition ship (AE), for cargo, fueling, or missile transfer station
rigs respectively.
The Commanding Officer of the USS SYLVANIA (AFS 2) conducted
a survey of the effects of constant tensioned lines on steering
over an 18-month period on a variety of different types of
customer ships. The Commanding Officer of each customer ship was
then asked the effects on his ship's steering. The recults are
summarized as follows:
* Use of constant-tensioned wire highline produces no
cjreater problem to safe ship handling than conventional wire
highline, housefall, or Burtoning.
9 Possioly, the hazard may be less for the constanttensioned wire highline because the tensioned pull is a constant
parameter.
In the opinion of the author the principle elements of tais
n
new parameter which may cause a steering problem for the leading
(delivering) and tracking (receiving) ship are:

*Lienhard, B. A. (Capt, USN).

"Shiphandling in Modern Underway

Replenislment," NAVSHIPS Tech News, Vol. 21, No. 4
NAVSHIPS 0)CO 000 2085 (Apr 1972)
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*

Amount of pulled tension.

*

Location of the attachment points of the rigs in

rei.ation to the location of the ship's pivotal points.
*

Draft and trim of the ships.

There were also important safety considerations which were
mentioned by Captain Lienhard:
* The tracking ship's conning officer can, hasten the
initial hookup and improve maneuvering safety by coming alongside
of the leading ship at no greater than normal replentshment ship
separation distance when the lines and rigc are being passed
between the ships. Then the conning officcr should move the
tracking ship out to a greatei separation as the tension is
applied in the correct amount. The trzacking ship can adjust the
lateral separation to suit the present situation of speed, wind,
and sea, and a'ount of rudder being carried.
9 Once tenaion is applied on the lines, the conning
officers of both ships should be alert to advise each other immediately of a developing situation which might require an emergency
lreakway. For personnel safety and elimination of potential ship
equipment damaga, the lcading ship should detension the rig before
t.te tracking ship attempts to release the pelican hook or unshackle
and cast off the rig.

I;
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APPENDIX C
FULL-SCALE UNDERWAY REPLENISHMENT SEA TRIALS
REFERENCES

(a) Tichvinsky, L. M., and H. Thal-Larsen, "Replenishment at Sea,
Experiments and Comments," lot tech rept issued under the
project "Replenishment at Sea," Univ. of California, Berkeley,
Inst. of Engrg. Research (now Office of Research Services),
Rept 154, Issue 1 (1 June 1960)
(b) Thal-Larsen, H., "Manual Steering of two Ships in Close
Proximity During Replenish ent-at-Sea Exercises," contributed
by the Automatic Control Div. of ASME for presentation at
(16-20) Nov
ASME winter annual meeting, Los Angeles, Cal.
1969)
The University of California (reference (a) and (b)) carried
out full-scale sea trials on underway replenishment. These
studies were not complete because the contract was terminated

before complete statistical data could be taken. The sea trials
consisted of refueling a destroyer USS HALSEY-POWELL (DD 686) by
the USS ASHTABULA(AO 51) at 17 knots and replenishing USS UHLMANN
(DD 687) by the USS TICONDERGA (CVA 14) at 25 knots. This
appendix summarizes the methods used for studying the replenishment operations and gives examples of data from these trials.
During the trials helm angle, rudder angle, and gyro compass
heading for both ships were recorded as a function of the time
for the exercise while the two ships were abeam. Course ccmmancds
by the oonning officer of the tracking ship and the separation
distance of the ships Juring the exercises were also recorded
(See figures 1-C and 2-C.) These eight variables were used for
auto- and cross-correlation.
Statistical analysis of the data yielded informatiin on the
dynamic responsp lags at different speeds and of factors affecting
hurman behavior. In addition to the variables mentioned above,
the following were found to be significant:
*

Automatic pilot data.

9

Propeller rpm of both ships.

*

Pitch and roll angles of both ships.

*

Environmental conditienst

wind, etc.
Ropoxt 27-267
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weathex, sea state,

After analysis of the above mentioned data from the replenishment sea trials, the following summarized conclusions were
made:
0 The problem of primary importance is station keeping
with cargo transfer of secondary inportance. Improvements in the
station-keeping and cargo handling technique are needed.
* The dynamic interaction between the conning officer
and the helmsman is the n:imary reason for variations in separation
distance between the two ships.
* The dynamic interaction between th- helmsman and the
ship and the hyd-'odynamic interaction between the two ships must
both receive consideration.
* The increase of sensitivity with spe:ed in the manship feedback loop results in the rapid increase in perturbation
frequency and the corresponding decrease in amplitude with
increased speeds.
e The mean rudder angles required by each ship results
from the hydrodynamic interaction between the two ships.
* The hydrodynamic interaction between two ships abeam
produces an additional lkg in the response of the ship to the
ruddor which makes steering more difficult.
9 The lack of knowledge by the helmsman of the hydrodynamic interaction iletween the ships result in large separation
distances at higher replenishment speeds.

.

* A mathematical description on a otatisti~al basis of
the dynamics of two ships and the hemamen of the t :o ships and
the conning officer of the tracking ship involved in ship repleniahment can be derived.
The following recommendations were offered:
A means should be developed for instantaneous
indication of the relative positions of the two chips ,at close
proximity. This would enable the conning officer to see at once
if the tv;o ships are on convergent or divergent courses.
0

*

Further study of the station-keeping problem.

*

Experimental and theoretical determination of the

hydrodynamic interaction between two ships.
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Study of the control characteristics at high speeds
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of two ships during replenishment.
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trip-chart recorders for

helping the helmsman during station keeping.
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